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who we are contents

A family owned company established since 1867 Richard Burbidge 
Ltd has been passionate about the design, manufacture and supply of 
timber products for over 40 years, striving to bring new concepts using 
various materials to transform your home and garden.

Experts in balustrade, we supply a wide range of systems for use inside 
and outside the home; on staircases, decks, patios and balconies. 
Renowned for working with wood, we also offer an extensive collection 
of timber mouldings that provide the perfect finishing touch.

While we’re proud of our heritage, we’re continuously working to develop the 
next generation of high quality timber products.  Our dedicated team of product 
designers are constantly looking at new materials and styles to develop innovative 
new products, in line with the latest design trends.  What’s more, we recognise that 
ease of installation is important as well, so we’re continually researching new fitting 
methods to make life easier for you.

Our passion for the very best extends to customer service, we have an experienced 
team of technical advisors and customer representatives offering expert advice on 
everything from product choice and project planning, to installation, delivery and 
after-sales support.

So, whether you’re improving your home or garden, we’re with you every step of the 
way.

“...a distinctive passion     
               for the very best”

Steve Underhill
Chief Executive
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We are a customer driven company 
committed to delivering the highest 

standards of quality as demonstrated 
by our accreditation to ISO 9001, 

our procedures and systems are 
continuously assessed to BSI standards.



common
timber species 

considerate manufacturing

Richard Burbidge Limited recognises that its business operations 
have an impact on the environment and is committed to identifying 
and developing management plans to reduce these effects wherever 
possible.

We also recognise our wider responsibility to staff, the local 
communities in which we operate and the wider community including 
our worldwide network of suppliers, to operate in a socially and 
environmentally aware and responsible manner.

We accept that as a major timber company we have a responsibility and duty of 
care, to ensure that our activities are demonstrating best practice and are positively 
contributing to the sustainable use of timber extracted from the worlds forests.

We are a timber manufacturer who supply materials certified by the Forest 
Stewardship Council (FSC) and Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification 
(PEFC).  Both certification standards are assessed to ISO 14001 which seeks 
continuous improvement in minimising the environmental impact of the company’s 
activities. 

Pine*

A light yellow softwood that contains strong grain and knots, 
easily accepts a variety of stains and finishes

Hemlock

Pale in colour with a long straight grain, a good alternative to Pine 
that features no knots

Sapele*

This dark reddish-brown hardwood has varied patterns that in 
many ways is very similar to Mahogany

White Oak

Straight grained and pale yellow-brown with a pinkish tint in 
colour, similar to Red Oak but paler

Red Oak

Varies in colour from pink to pale reddish brown.  Mostly straight 
grained and coarse textured timber

Ash

Has creamy white to light brown heartwood with white sapwood,  
it has a distinct grain pattern similar to Hemlock and Oak
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*Only these timber types are used in our outdoor balustrade ranges
Colour variations will exist between swatches and product as the above shows untreated raw material 



certification

product testing standards

All Richard Burbidge balustrade systems have been tested by FIRA to 
the relevant Building Regulations.  The certification is approved by 
BM TRADA – the Timber Research & Development Agency  (Log on to 
www.bmtrada.com to find out more).

All certificates issued by BM TRADA are available to download from 
www.rb-professional.co.uk along with further information on the 
Building Regulations for balustrade. 

In order to satisfy the requirements of Building Regulations, balustrades must perform 
to the following criteria, as set out in British Standard BS6399:

Domestic Settings – balustrade on decks at ground level and up to 600mm above, 
must resist a horizontal loading of 0.36kN/m.  Balustrade on elevated decks raised 
more than 600mm above ground level must resist a horizontal loading of 0.74kN/m.

Light Commercial Settings – for spaces not susceptible to overcrowding including 
stairs, landings, ramps and balconies, balustrade must resist a horizontal loading of 
0.74kN/m.

Heavy Commercial Settings – in spaces susceptible to overcrowding, balustrade 
must resist a horizontal loading of 1.5kN/m.

For information regarding the above standards and details of which applications our 
systems are suitable for, please refer to page 10-11.

All Richard Burbidge outdoor balustrade systems 
are subject to a comprehensive test programme.  In 
addition, manufacturing processes are independently 
assessed on a regular basis.  These tests and assessments 
are undertaken by BM TRADA Certification Limited, 
the recognised certification body with timber product 
expertise.

The fact that Richard Burbidge Ltd is the first member 
of BM TRADA certification’s approved timber balustrade 
scheme reflects our commitment to ensuring all our 
customers will receive a quality product, every time. 

BM TRADA approved balustrade certificate No: 001.

Richard Burbidge Ltd is a member of the Timber Decking 
Association (TDA) whose aim is to ensure that timber 
decking will not only be suitable for purpose but also 
meet British Standards.  It is important to choose material 
suppliers and contractors who have the required expertise 
and experience.

For more information on the TDA, why not visit their 
website – www.tda.org.uk

The Deck-Mark® Certification Scheme is a third party 
product certification scheme operated on behalf of the 
TDA.  The scheme is based on recognised quality assurance 
standards (ISO 9000) and confirms compliance to the 
best practice guidance and relevant British Standards.

The Deck-Mark® Scheme ensures that any product you 
purchase from the Richard Burbidge outdoor balustrade 
range is of the highest standard.  This quality standard 
reflects Richard Burbidge's commitment to sourcing the 
best materials and maintaining excellent manufacturing 
practices.

Deck-Mark Plus® is an extension of the TDA’s Deck-Mark® 
Scheme and applies to products manufactured in 
accordance with Deck-Mark® but which also have a 
performance rating in line with a BS EN ISO 14001:2004 
& BS EN ISO 9001:2000.  Deck-Mark Plus® is applicable 
to all Richard Burbidge outdoor balustrade.

To ensure our timber lasts at least 15 years, Richard 
Burbidge softwood decking and balustrade is pressure 
treated with Osmose Naturewood with anti-fungal 
additive.  This protects the timber against decay, the 
weather and insect attack.
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Outdoor balustrade can add value to your home, creating a 
stylish outdoor living space that suits you and your lifestyle.  
From garden deck to apartment balcony, outdoor balustrade 
can help to make the space more appealing and more usable, 
so you can make the most of your time outdoors. 

Step up your outdoor style: outdoor balustrade can add style 
to your outdoor living space and create an attractive garden 
feature.  With a wide range of traditional and contemporary 
styles available, you can choose a balustrade system that 
complements your garden theme. 

Safety first: outdoor balustrade provides a crucial safety barrier.  
If your garden slopes or includes raised areas, such as a deck, 
then balustrade can help to create a family-friendly space that’s 
safe for children and pets.  In icy or slippery weather, balustrade 
can provide useful support too.

Protection for plants: balustrade can be used to guide people 
through your garden.  By preventing anyone from stepping 
straight off patios or decks, you can protect your plants and 
flowerbeds.

Dress for the occasion: balustrade can be styled to suit the 
occasion.  You can achieve a whole range of different looks.  
Balustrade is a great structure for climbing plants or decorative 
string lighting.

Draw-the-line: outdoor balustrade adds height and definition 
to any area.  You really can create the feel of a ‘room outdoors’, 
whether it’s for barbecuing, entertaining or a place for the kids 
to play.

Balustrade systems are based around a series of newel posts, 
handrails and baserails that are filled in with balusters or panels, 
read on to discover more!

We’ve designed our balustrade systems so they can be fixed to a variety 
of surfaces, which means you can use them creatively in a whole range 
of clever ways...

On Timber Decks – decking can be much more than a simple flat surface and by 
adding balustrade, you can create your own individual deck design

On Patios – concrete paving can be enhanced with balustrade, transforming a plain 
patio into an attractive outdoor space

On Balconies – balustrade can turn balconies into stylish spaces for taking in the view

Richard Burbidge softwood outdoor balustrade and decking components are pressure 
treated with Osmose Naturewood to a hazard class standard level of 1-4.  These 
treatment levels determine the correct use of newels, structural posts, spindles, hand/
base rails etc and should be noted during the selection stage and installation of our 
products.

where can you use 
outdoor balustrade?

why choose 
outdoor

balustrade?
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Raised level domestic 
settings - 0.74 kN/m

Over 600mm above the 
ground, up to first floor level

Round Handrail Softwood
Colonial Hardwood
Flat Hardwood

You can create an attractive and safe environment in any area using Richard 
Burbidge balustrade systems.

It is important to select the right balustrade system for your needs.  We have 
systems available to suit all applications, from ground level domestic settings, 
and raised level requirements to heavy commercial use.  To help you decide which 
system suits which installation take a look at the table opposite.

Building regulation requirements to be noted:
Minimum handrail heights within a domestic deck are; 900mm for both stairs 
and horizontal balustrade, on decks at ground level and up to 600mm above 
ground level.

For decks raised over 600mm above ground level; minimum handrail heights 
must be 900mm for stairs and 1100mm for horizontal balustrade.

Minimum handrail heights within any commercial setting; must be 900mm for 
stairs and 1100mm for horizontal balustrade.

Other safety measures to be noted:
For structures over 600mm above ground level consult a reputable builder or 
structural engineer, to receive site specific advice.  

All our balustrade systems are tested using Richard Burbidge parts and fixings, 
unless otherwise stated.  Therefore, only our fixing should be used to meet 
required performance standards. 

Fitting instructions:
To receive fitting instructions for any of our systems, please use one of the 
following methods:

Download from: www.richardburbidge.com

Telephone Customer Services on: +44 (0)1691 678300 

Email Customer Services on: info@richardburbidge.co.uk

Write to us at: Richard Burbidge Ltd, Whittington Road, Oswestry, Shropshire 

SY11 1HZ.

which is the
correct system
for you?

choosing the right balustrade

Light commercial
settings - 0.74 kN/m

Public areas which are used to 
move people through and not 
susceptible to overcrowding 
including stairs, landings, 
corridors, external balconies 
& ramps

Round Handrail Softwood
Colonial Hardwood
Flat Hardwood

Heavy commercial 
settings - 1.5kN/m

Public areas with tables or 
fixed seating where people 
may congregate and are not 
susceptible to overcrowding 

Colonial Hardwood Commercial
Flat Hardwood Commercial
Round Handrail Hardwood
  Commercial 
FUSION® Commercial

Ground level domestic 
settings - 0.36kN/m

Up to 600mm above the 
ground

Colonial Softwood
Square Softwood
European Softwood
American Softwood
Stop Chamfered Softwood
Wavy Softwood
Metal Balustrade
Timber Panels
FUSION® Domestic

PLUS ANY SYSTEM FROM THE HEAVY COMMERCIAL RANGEPLUS ANY SYSTEM FROM THE RAISED 
LEVEL DOMESTIC / LIGHT COMMERCIAL 
OR HEAVY COMMERCIAL RANGE
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LD201

LD246LD200LD202

traditional softwood
The traditional softwood collection offers a choice of classic balustrade styles with 
timeless appeal.

European System – go Swiss and create a chalet-style feel with these flat decorative 
balusters, side fixed onto chunky handrails for extra definition.  This system gives a 
rustic alpine look, perfect for finishing with a rich wood stain.

Colonial System – create a charming country feel with this classic turned system.  
The ornate spindles and period newels are teamed with traditionally shaped handrails 
to create a look that’s ideal for cottage gardens and older properties.

Your stylish new balustrade can be finished with a choice of decorative post caps.  An 
ideal finishing touch for square newel posts.  Decorative caps can add height as well 
as helping to define the start or end of your balustrade and to identify any changes in 
direction or level.   

There are a variety of styles available to suit your chosen look:

Patrice Cap – simple & angular, perfect for contemporary balustrade 
Acorn Cap – an ideal complement to create the traditional look
Ball Cap – a classic finishing touch for a period feel

post caps

Core Components >>>

Range:  Traditional Softwood
Style:  European System
Newel:  LD207 / LD209 
Baluster:  LD208
Handrail:  LD206
Baserail:  LD206

LD206LD208LD207
LD209

LD206

Core Components below

Range:  Traditional Softwood
Style:  Colonial System
Newel:  LD202 
Spindle:  LD200
Handrail:  LD201 (double capped)
Baserail:  LD246

12
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LD209

LD207

LD212

LD238

LD245

LD246

LD244

LD229 LD230 LD244

LD228LD212LD211

Core Components <<<

Range:  Timber Panels
Style:  Crosshatch
Newel:  LD207 / LD209 
Panel:  LD212
Baluster:  LD238
Handrail:  LD245
Baserail:  LD246 & LD244

timber panels

Timber panels available >>>

LD211:     Sunburst
LD212:     Crosshatch
LD228:     Random Wave
LD229:     Diamond
LD230:     Metal Leaf & Berries Infill 
LD244:     Base Rail Support Bracket

Looking for something a bit different?  Then our collection of decorative timber 
panels can provide both pattern and privacy on decks and patios.

Choose from four contemporary styles:

Sunburst – a bright, uplifting design
Random Wave – a curvy design that adds character
Diamond – a bold style, finished with a leaf and berry metal infill
Cross Hatch – a geometric pattern to complement border fences

We advise that all options utilise the curved metallic baserail support as this 
provides extra strength to keep your balustrade looking good for years to come.

The panels can be used in series or you can introduce a change in style or material, 
by fitting them alongside timber and metal balusters.

14
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LD240 LD241 LD244

LD239LD238LD237

LD245

LD246

LD241

LD238LD207

metal panels & balustrade
For traditional or contemporary gardens, metal balustrade can add texture and charm.

The perfect complement to wrought iron garden furniture and cast iron chimineas, 
this range of steel balusters and panels is supplied in a beautifully textured antique 
bronze hammered paint finish that looks great against garden foliage.

Used alongside timber rails and newels, you can choose from a variety of designs that 
can be mixed and matched to create a unique look;

Straight Baluster – sleek and simple to complement the more ornate designs

Twist Baluster – traditional twists add texture and capture the light

Contemporary Leaf Baluster – twin baluster finished with a central leaf infill

Willow Metal Panel – an abstract pattern inspired by leaves and branches

Classic Metal Panel – an elegant design centred on smooth, intertwined curves

This attractive range is easy to install, as the metal panels and balusters are quickly 
fitted to timber rails and newels.

Core Components <<<

Range:  Metal Panels
Style:  Classic Panel
Newel:  LD207
Panel:  LD241 
Baluster:  LD238
Handrail:  LD245
Baserail:  LD246 & LD244

Metal components 
available >>>

LD237:     Straight Baluster
LD238:     Twist Baluster
LD239:     Contemporary Leaf Baluster
LD240:     Willow Panel
LD241:     Classic Panel
LD244:     Base Rail Support Bracket

LD241
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traditional hardwood
Durable, elegant and intensely rich in colour, our traditional hardwood balustrade 
is the ideal accessory for a high quality outdoor space for years to come.

Colonial System - this classic systems turned baluster and newel create a timeless 
look that’s also versatile. Optional capping rails and a choice of baserail positions 
give you the flexibility to design different balustrade effects.

Strong enough for any occasion...

The Colonial System in hardwood has been tested to both 0.74kN/m and 
1.5kN/m ratings, making it ideal for either domestic or commercial installation 
(see definition on page.10-11).  The 1.5kN/m rating is achieved by using a 
strengthened newel installed in a different spacing configuration plus the use of 
an intermediate newel support plate, details of which can be found in our fixing 
instructions online at www.richardburbidge.com or by contacting our technical 
helpline on +44 (0)1691 672863.

Core Components <<<
1.5kN/m Heavy Commercial Configuration

Range:  Hardwood
Style:  Colonial System
Newel:  LD771
Spindle:  LD773
Handrail:  LD754
Baserail:  LD755

0.74kN/m Domestic Configuration

<<<
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LD756

LD755

LD755

LD771

LD752

LD774LD773

LD750

Components available 
tested to 0.74kN/m

Components available 
tested to 1.5kN/m

LD770

LD770

LD754

LD757

LD757

LD754

LD755LD773LD771

LD756

LD754



LD216

LD220

LD219LD217LD224

contemporary softwood
For modern family gardens, the contemporary softwood collection is ideal.  This sleek 
range offers a choice of affordable styles that will create an attractive outdoor living 
area for modern homes.

Square System – sleek and simple, this system is based on straight lines and strong 
angles for a clean look.  Its understated styling will complement your other garden 
features and gives you the freedom to accessorise with contemporary planters, 
furniture and lighting. 

American System – the chunky handrail with straight baluster and square patrice 
newel combine to produce an impressive bold look.  Balusters are side fixed to 
add width to the balustrade and create different visual effects from either side.  
Chamfered baluster tops complete the angular design, accentuating the linear look.

Wavy System – choose from wavy and straight balusters and rails in different sizes 
that can be mixed and matched to create your own individual balustrade design.  
Straight balusters can be enhanced with a wavy rail that add character or alternatively 
wavy balusters topped with straight rails can create a nautical feel.

Core Components <<<

Range:  Softwood
Style:  Square System
Newel:  LD207 / LD209
Baluster:  LD226
Handrail:  LD245
Baserail:  LD246

Core Components >>>                            

Range:  Softwood
Style:  Wavy System
Newel:  LD224 
Baluster:  LD216 / LD217
Capping rail: LD220 
Handrail:  LD219
Baserail:  LD219

Core Components below

Range:  Softwood
Style:  American System
Newel:  LD207 / LD209 
Baluster:  LD955
Handrail:  LD206
Baserail:  LD206

LD206

LD245

LD206

LD246

LD955

LD226

LD209

LD209

LD207

LD207

LD219
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LD554 LD556

LD557LD555

LD223 LD220

LD218

LD227

LD218

LD552

LD223

LD204

LD249 LD248 LD246

LD245

contemporary softwood
Continuing along the modern garden feel, the following two systems are inspired 
by simple, minimalist design, each range will help you to extend your contemporary 
interior style outside.

Stop Chamfered System – sleek stop chamfered styling with square cap and 
grooved rail makes a simple style statement.  Chamfered edges add texture to create 
a modern look plus, they capture the light and accentuate the timber’s natural beauty.

Round Handrail System – round balusters, newels and rails offer a smooth and 
simple look.  All the timber parts are connected with a subtle structure of curved 
metal brackets and circular fixings that round off the design.  Please note the raking 
brackets are set at 35º pitch.

Top Tip – over time softwood will fade to a drift grey colour, to keep the colour and 
improve the durability of the balustrade, treat regularly with a propriety exterior finish

Core Components >>>

Range:  Contemporary Softwood
Style:  Stop Chamfered System
Newel:  LD249 
Cap: LD204
Spindle:  LD248
Handrail:  LD245
Baserail:  LD246 

Core Components <<<

Range:  Contemporary Softwood
Style:  Round Handrail System
Newel:  LD223 
Spindle:  LD227
Rails:  LD218
Capping Rail:  LD220 
Brackets:  LD552, LD554, LD555
  LD556, LD557
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LD775 LD772 LD755

LD754

LD756

LD756

LD755

LD755
LD753

LD775

LD751

LD772

Components available 
tested to 0.74kN/m

Components available 
tested to 1.5kN/m

LD770

LD770

LD754

LD754

LD757

LD757

contemporary hardwood
Luxuriously rich and long lasting, our collection of contemporary hardwood 
balustrade is an elegant accessory for contemporary gardens. 

Flat Baluster System - sleek and simple styling based around modern flat 
balusters and decorative square newels offer a stunning contemporary appearance. 
This systems versatility allows you to create different balustrade designs (as 
pictured).  A choice of baserail positioning and the option of adding a capping rail 
which can be run across the top of the newel post for a smooth, continuous finish.

The Flat Hardwood System has been tested to both 0.74kN/m and 1.5kN/m 
ratings, making it ideal for either domestic or commercial installation (see 
definition on page10-11).  The 1.5kN/m rating is achieved by using a strengthened 
newel installed in a different spacing configuration plus the use of an intermediate 
newel support plate, details of which can be found in our fixing instructions 
available online at www.richardburbidge.com or by contacting our technical 
helpline on +44 (0)1691 672863.

Core Components <<<
1.5kN/m Heavy Commercial Configuration

Range:  Hardwood
Style:  Flat System
Newel:  LD775
Baluster:  LD772
Handrail:  LD754
Baserail:  LD755

0.74kN/m Domestic Configuration

<<<
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LD557

LD555

LD553

LD551

LD552

LD554

LD556

LD550

LD561

LD563LD560LD562

contemporary hardwood
Naturally durable and long-lasting, hardwood balustrade is visually stunning and 
inherently strong, making it a superb investment that will enhance your home and 
garden for years to come. 

Round Handrail System - round baluster, newels and rails offer a smooth and simple 
look.  A subtle structure of metal brackets provide an elegant visual contrast with the 
rich hardwood rounding off the design.

The Round Handrail System in hardwood has been tested to 1.5kN/m, making it ideal 
for either raised domestic or commercial installations (see definition on page 10-11), 
offering a 35º fixed rake pitch. The 1.5kN/m rating is achieved by using specific 
connectors and different spacing configurations when installed, details of which can 
be found in our fixing instructions available online at www.richardburbidge.com or by 
contacting our technical helpline on +44 (0)1691 672863.

Core Components <<<

Range:  Round Handrail System
Newel:  LD562
Spindle:  LD560
Rails:  LD561 & LD563 
Brackets:  LD550, LD552, LD553   
 LD554, LD555, LD556 
 LD557

intermediate 
newel bracket

half newel 
bracket

end newel 
bracket

landing newel 
to rail bracket

rake baluster 
bracket

rake newel to 
rail bracket

landing 
baluster 
bracket

rail support 
bracket

Round Handrail brackets 
available
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LD333LD330

LD309

fixings to get you connected
The right fixings are essential for a safe, secure and durable balustrade system.  All 
Richard Burbidge balustrade systems are tested using our fixings (unless otherwise 
stated) to meet required UK Building Regulations.

We strongly recommend that you use either galvanised or stainless steel fixings, which 
won’t rust or stain your timber.

We offer a wide range of fixings suitable for building both ground level and raised 
decks.  Each fixing has been specially treated or coated to the highest standards to 
make sure your balustrade system lasts for many years. 

Fitting instructions:
To receive fitting instructions for any of our systems, please use one of the following 
methods:

Download from: www.richardburbidge.com

Telephone Customer Services on: +44 (0)1691 678300 

Email Customer Services on: info@richardburbidge.co.uk

Write to us at: Richard Burbidge Ltd, Whittington Road, Oswestry, Shropshire SY11 1HZ.

LD315, LD316 LD319, LD320, LD322

LD309* - Balustrade Bolt & Spanner.  
Strong hidden fix used to connect American rails to newel posts

LD310 / LD312 - Deck Tie & 40mm Ring Nail.  
A steel component which has been hot dip zinc galvanized used to 

secretly fix deckboards to joists.  Used with ring nails the deck tie avoids 
unsightly screw heads on deck surface and is quick and simple to use.

LD315 / LD316 - 100mm & 150mm Landscape Screws.  
Steel screws specially heat treated to withstand significant pull. Strong 

bolts to secure newels to joists and structural posts to joists

LD319 / LD320 / LD322 - 40mm, 63mm & 75mm Screws.  
These are case hardened steel screws with special coatings which make 

the screws perfect for outdoor use

LD330* - Fixing Strap.  
Stainless Steel fixing strap used to

connect rails to newel posts

LD333* - Twist Bracket.  
Strong Stainless Steel hidden fix, used to connect rails to newel posts in 
landing and rake situations includes a treated timber cover cap to neatly 

cover bracket hole

*not applicable to all systems 

a quick
explanation
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a new concept in outdoor 
balustrade…

A unique and innovative concept created by our own in-house design team, FUSION® 
has transformed the concept of outdoor balustrade, bringing together an exciting mix 
of materials and designs.

Visually stunning and easy to install,  FUSION®  outdoor balustrade injects 
contemporary, designer style into any outdoor living area.

Based on a distinctive union of timber handrails and modern aluminium newels, this 
ultra-contemporary range is completed with a choice of four stunning infill options.

What’s more,  FUSION®  is intelligent as well as stylish. Clever connectors allow 
components to slide smoothly into one another, making it easy to install.

The system can be fitted to most hard landscaping surfaces depending on your 
environment, from textured deckboards to contemporary paving slabs or concrete 
layouts.
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LD506

LD500

LD522

LD520B

LD503

LD505 LD520B

LD504

LD507

LD504LD501LD502

acrylic infill panel incl brackets

slatted infill panel incl brackets

FUSION® domestic
Our  FUSION® Domestic System is a unique and innovative outdoor balustrade 
solution, designed with modern living in mind.  You can complete the overall look 
with a choice of either acrylic panels or two distinctive timber infill options; slatted 
panels or vertical balusters available in softwood and hardwood.  For further 
information on which is the correct system for your setting please refer to pages 
10-11.

Acrylic Panels – a truly contemporary design which allows you to see more of the 
view and the subtle green tint is ideal for natural garden settings.

Timber Panels – an ideal complement to border fences, these slatted panels add 
pattern and texture, whilst allowing sunlight to gently filter through.

Timber Balusters – create a bold, linear look with these sleek, flat balusters.  Each 
baluster comes complete with subtle brackets for ease of fit.

Top Tip – keep your FUSION® timber components looking good for longer by using a 
good quality decking oil twice a year

Top Tip – make sure your FUSION® metal components are clean and bright by 
carefully cleaning them with a mild detergent

Core Components >>>

Range:  FUSION® Domestic
Style:  Acrylic Panel System
Newel:  LD502 
Rails:  LD500
Handrail:  LD501
Brackets:  LD506 & LD507 
Infill:  LD504

vertical balusters incl brackets
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LD581

LD584LD579

LD580

LD576 LD577 LD582

LD580

LD583LD585

LD578LD575

FUSION® commercial
Accentuate the view and make the most of your outdoor location, with this upmarket 
and contemporary FUSION® Commercial System.  You can create various looks with a 
choice of either glass panels or timber balusters and infill panels in hardwood.  

Timber Panel – an ideal choice for large commercial surroundings or alternatively 
smaller decks, balconies or patios, as they can help the cosiest of outdoor areas to feel 
more spacious.

Glass Panel – available exclusively in our FUSION® Commercial range, these glass 
panels are ideal for raised applications, thanks to their superior strength.

Timber Baluster – create a bold, linear look with these sleek, flat balusters.  Each 
baluster comes complete with subtle brackets for ease of fit.

Top Tip – keep your FUSION® timber components looking good for longer by using a 
good quality decking oil twice a year 

Top Tip – make sure your FUSION® metal components are clean and bright by 
carefully cleaning them with a mild detergent

slatted infill panel incl brackets

glass infill panel
incl brackets

small glass infill panel
incl brackets

vertical balusters incl brackets

Core Components <<<

Range:  FUSION® Commercial 
Style:  Slatted Panel System
Newel:  LD575 
Rails:  LD578
Handrail:  LD585, LD583
Brackets:  LD576, LD577, LD582 
Infill:  LD580
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LD402, LD403LD152, LD153

LD106LD104, LD105

deckboards & joists
The basics of any timber deck are the boards and joists which provide you with the 
overall design and structure.

The Richard Burbidge range can be easily cut to length, allowing you to build a 
deck in any shape or size.  Such flexibility means you can design a deck to suit your 
individual garden – even if it’s an unusual shape or is on a sloping site.

Top Tip – laying the deckboards in patterns or at different angles can add texture 
and interest to your deck.  When cutting treated timber boards and joists, all cut ends 
should be coated with suitable proprietary end coat preservative

Standard Diagonal Herringbone Picture Frame

Deck Building Components
Available >>>

Range:  Timber Deck
Style: Softwood
Deckboard:  LD152, LD153 
Joist:  LD104, LD105
Step Strings: LD402, LD403
Post: LD106
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remember, it’s your
living space...

Careful design and preparation is vital if your deck is to look good for years to 
come.

Here are a few things for you to consider, when planning the size and position of 
your deck:

Sizing up the options - deck size should be determined by the space available. 
Any changes in ground level, access to existing services like drains all need to be 
considered within the overall project cost.

Al fresco dining - if your deck is likely to be used for outdoor dining, then make 
sure it's large enough to comfortably accommodate garden tables, chairs and 
benches.

Raise the bar - elevated decks allow you to enjoy your surroundings but they can 
also be more exposed, particularly if neighbouring properties are positioned close 
by. Balustrade can help to create a more private space.

A deck for all seasons - make the most of the summer months by using existing 
features such as trees or building walls to provide shade or warmth allowing your 
outdoor space to be used for longer.  The heat reflected from a south facing 
wall will warm up a cool deck, whilst trees can provide useful summer shade and 
winter warmth for south facing decks.  If your proposed site is exposed to the 
wind, then a partial screen of balustrade can provide protection, whilst allowing a 
gentle breeze on warmer days.

Get on board - plan your deckboard design carefully, as laying patterns can 
impact on the overall appearance see pages 36-37.
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Installation Guide

There is a specific Installation Guide for 
Richard Burbidge outdoor balustrade 
systems.  Please contact our customer 
service team for a copy or it can be 
downloaded from our website:

www.richardburbidge.com

let’s get you started
If you’re planning your own deck, here are a few helpful hints:

Walk around your garden - as this can help you to visualise how your deck and 
balustrade will look from the house.

Carefully measure the site to produce a good working drawing - this will 
make it easier to estimate the required materials.

When drawing your deck and balustrade - remember to make sure you 
include other design considerations, such as boundaries, trees, buildings and 
planting borders.

Two views can often help - a plan view showing the deck and balustrade 
structure from above and an elevation from the side, which is especially useful if 
the ground level changes.  We have included the simple grid opposite to help you 
get started.

But, if you’re not completely confident about designing your own deck and 
balustrade system, we offer an affordable bespoke planning service that allows you 
to plan a deck to your own individual specifications.

How much does it cost? £100.00 including p&p*

What do I need to do? Send us a basic diagram of your proposed deck, including 
a brief description of your requirements (for example, whether you want to include 
balustrade, steps etc).  Don’t forget to include any services, such as drainage or 
cables.

What do I get?  Two hand drawn A3 ground level plan views for domestic decks 
up to 50m2.  One showing full joist, beam and structural post arrangement and 
one showing the deckboard laying pattern and position of balustrades, if required.  
You will also get a parts list of deckboards, joists, structural posts and balustrade 
components, all within 7 working days.

*A refund of £50 is available, with proof of purchase of Richard Burbidge outdoor balustrade worth 
£500 or more.
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Product Code Size Quantity

Sunburst LD211 1130 x 760 x 32

Cross Hatch LD212 1130 x 760 x 32

Random Wave LD228 1130 x 760 x 32

Diamond LD229 760 x 760 x 32

Metal Leaf & Berries Infill* LD230 255 x 255

*Used in conjunction with Diamond Panel

Product Code Size Quantity

Straight Metal Baluster LD237 769 x 12 x 12

Twist Metal Baluster LD238 769 x 12 x 12

Contemporary Leaf Metal Baluster LD239 769 x 80(max) x 9

Willow Metal Panel LD240 769 x 350 x 15

Classic Metal Panel LD241 769 x 580 x 18

Base Rail Support Bracket LD244 182 x 89 x 15

Product Code Size Quantity

Colonial Spindle LD200 900 x 41 x 41

Traditional Rail (Finger Jointed) LD201FJ 1800 x 32 x 66

Traditional Rail (Non Finger Jointed) LD201C 1800 x 32 x 66

Colonial Newel LD202 1195 x 82 x 82

Ball Cap LD203 95 x 75 x 75

Patrice Cap LD204 100 x 100

American Baluster (Raked One Side) LD205 900 x 27 x 27

American Rail LD206 1800 x 27 x 120

Patrice Newel LD207 1195 x 75 x 75

European Baluster LD208 790 x 21 x 98

Patrice Newel LD209 1195 x 82 x 82

Large Wavy Spindle LD216 1000 x 75 x 23

Small Wavy Spindle LD217 1000 x 30 x 23

L Rail LD219 2400 x 58 x 68

Flat Capping Rail LD220 2400 x 27 x 115

Chamfered Capping Rail LD221 2400 x 27 x 115

Wave Rail LD222 2400 x 23 x 113

Square Newel LD224 1375 x 82 x 82

Acorn Cap LD225 119 x 77 x 77

Square Baluster LD226 900 x 41 x 41

Large Traditional Handrail LD245 2400 x 68 x 68

Large Traditional Baserail LD246 2400 x 32 x 68

Large Traditional Handrail Carrying Fillet LD247 800 x 7 x 43

Stop Chamfered Spindle LD248 900 x 41 x 41

Stop Chamfered Newel LD249 1195 x 82 x 82

Colonial Newel LD250 1500 x 82 x 82

Patrice Newel LD251 1500 x 82 x 82

American Baluster (Raked Both Sides) LD950 900 x 32 x 32

American Baluster (Raked Both Sides) LD955 900 x 27 x 27

all the parts you need

Treated Timber Panels p14-15

Metal Panels & Balustrade p16-17

Treated Balustrade p12-13 & p20-21

LD200 LD224LD250
LD202 LD226

LD205

LD249

LD950LD208

LD248

LD955 LD216
LD217

LD245

LD219

LD246

LD204 LD203

LD229

LD230

LD211

LD237

LD244

LD238 LD239

LD240LD241

LD228 LD212

LD220

LD206

LD247

LD225

LD222

LD221
LD201 C/FJ

LD251
LD207
LD209

LD754

LD770

LD756

LD755

LD757

Traditional Hardwood p18-19          

Product Code Size Quantity

Colonial Spindle LD750 900 x 41 x 41

Colonial Newel LD752 1195 x 82 x 82

Handrail LD754 1800 x 45 x 57

Decorative Baserail LD755 1800 x 33 x 57

L Baserail LD756 1800 x 45 x 58

Decorative Capping Rail LD757 2000 x 19 x 86 

Decorative Capping Rail LD770 2000 x 19 x 94

Colonial Newel 90mm, 160mm Head incl fittings LD771 1414 x 90 x 90

Colonial Spindle 1100mm LD773 1100 x 41 x 41

Colonial Newel 90mm, 360mm head LD774 1414 x 90 x 90

LD752
LD771

LD774LD750

Softwood Round Handrail p22-23  

Product Code Size Quantity

2.2m Softwood Round Handrail LD218 2200 x ø55

2.4m Softwood Flat Capping Rail LD220 2400 x 27 x 115

90mm Softwood Round Newel LD223 1375 x 90 x 90

900mm Softwood Round Spindle LD227 900 x ø35

Rake Baluster Bracket LD552 n/a

Landing Newel to Rail Bracket LD554 n/a

Rake Newel to Rail Bracket LD555 n/a

Landing Baluster Bracket LD556 n/a

Rail Support Bracket LD557 n/a

LD220

LD218

LD223 LD227

LD773

LD552

LD556

LD554

LD555

LD557
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LD501 
LD512B

Hardwood Round Handrail p26-27

FUSION® Domestic p32-33

FUSION® Commercial p34-35
Product Code Size Quantity

Intermediate Newel Bracket LD550 n/a

Half Newel Bracket LD551 n/a

Rake Baluster Bracket LD552 n/a

End Newel Bracket LD553 n/a

Landing Newel to Rail Bracket LD554 n/a

Rake Newel to Rail Bracket LD555 n/a

Landing Baluster Bracket LD556 n/a

Rail Support Bracket LD557 n/a

900mm Hardwood Round Spindle LD560 900 x ø35

1.8m Hardwood Round Rail LD561 1800 x ø54

Hardwood Round Newel LD562 1375 x 90 x 90

Hardwood Half Round Newel LD562 Half 1375 x 90 x 43

1.8m Hardwood Flat Capping Rail LD563 1800 x 27 x 115

Product Code Size Quantity

Aluminium Rail incl Rail to Newel Brackets & Infill Strips LD500 1800 x ø46

Hardwood Top Rail LD501 2020 x ø46

Aluminium Newel Post incl Newel Cap, Base & Infill Strip LD502 1000 x ø80

Single Hardwood Baluster incl Brackets LD503 750 x 46 x 21

13 Hardwood Balusters incl Brackets LD503PACK 750 x 46 x 21

Acrylic Infill Panel incl Brackets LD504 750 x 800 x 6

Hardwood Slatted Infill Panel incl Brackets LD505 750 x 800 x 21

Rail-to-Rail Bracket LD506 n/a

2 Rail-to-Newel Brackets LD507 n/a

Softwood Top Rail LD512B 2020 x ø46

Balluster, Timber Panel & Acrylic Panel Brackets x72 LD513B 300 x 120 x 60

Balluster, Timber Panel & Acrylic Panel Brackets x12 LD514B 200 x 100 x 80

10 Softwood Balusters LD519B 750 x 46 x 21

Softwood Slatted Infill Panel LD520B 750 x 800 x 6

Single Softwood Baluster LD522 750 x 46 x 21

Product Code Size Quantity

Newel Post with fixings LD575 1000 x ø80

Rail to Rail Bracket LD576 n/a

Newel to Timber Rail Support Bracket LD577 n/a

Rail with two Rail to Newel Brackets LD578 900 x ø46

Glass Panel incl four Fixing Brackets LD579 800 x 750 x 6

Slatted Panel incl four Fixing Brackets LD580 800 x 750 x 21

Six Balusters incl two Fixing Brackets LD581 750 x 46 x 21

Two Aluminium Rail to Wall Brackets LD582 n/a

Two End Caps for Timber Rail LD583 n/a

Small Glass Panel incl four Fixing Brackets LD584 350 x 750 x 6

2.2m Hardwood Top Rail LD585 2200 x ø45

LD575

LD576

LD504 LD505
LD520B

LD513B
LD514B

LD507

LD506

LD500

LD503
LD522

LD502

LD578

LD582

LD585 LD580

LD577

LD550

LD553

LD551

LD552

LD556

LD554 LD555 LD557

LD583

LD581

LD584LD579

Product Code Size Quantity

Joist LD104 2400 x 150 x 47

Joist LD105 3600 x 150 x 47

Structural Post LD106 1200 x 95 x 95

Reversible Deck Board LD152 3000 x 117 x 27

Reversible Deck Board LD153 3600 x 117 x 27

Cut String for 3 Steps – 35 Degree Pitch LD402 1000 x 48 x 260

Cut String for 5 Steps – 35 Degree Pitch LD403 1674 x 48 x 260

Treated Decking p36-37

LD152
LD153

LD104
LD105

LD402
LD403

35º pitch

LD106

Fixings & Fasteners p28-29

LD312 LD319

LD320

LD315

LD316

LD321

LD322

LD310LD309 LD330 LD333

all the parts you need

LD754

LD770

Contemporary Hardwood p24-25

Product Code Size Quantity

Flat Baluster LD751 900 x 21 x 45

Decorative Square Newel LD753 1195 x 82 x 82

Handrail LD754 1800 x 45 x 57

Decorative Baserail LD755 1800 x 33 x 57

L Baserail LD756 1800 x 45 x 58

Decorative Capping Rail LD757 2000 x 19 x 86

Decorative Capping Rail LD770 2000 x 94 x 19

Flat Baluster 1100mm LD772 1100 x 46 x 21

Decorative Square Newel 90mm incl fittings LD775 1400 x 90 x 90 LD753
LD775

LD751
LD772

LD756

LD755

LD757

LD562half

LD563

LD561

LD562 LD560
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Product Code Pack Quantity Quantity

Balustrade Bolts with Spanner LD309 4 plus spanner

Deck Tie LD310 50

40mm Annular Ring Nail LD312 50

100mm Landscape Screw LD315 20

150mm Landscape Screw LD316 20

40mm Ceramic Galvanised Screw LD319 150

63mm Ceramic Galvanised Screw LD320 100

63mm Ceramic Galvanised Screw LD321 350

75mm Ceramic Galvanised Screw LD322 300

Stainless Steel Fixing Strap LD330 4

Galvanised Twist Bracket incl Cover Cap LD333 4 



we’re here to help

Here at Richard Burbidge we are committed to providing the very best 
in everything we do.  Along with excellent quality products designed 
and developed with you in mind, a bespoke planning service that will 
assist you in every decision, our commitment doesn’t end there.

We have a dedicated team of customer service advisors that are on 
hand to help with any problems you may have and to provide details of 
our stockist locations.  Our technical support team are here to provide 
answers to any difficulties you may have when working on your project.

Below you will find some phone numbers and addresses that you may find useful, just 
remember we are only a click or phone call away from assisting you.  Visit our website 
www.richardburbidge.com to explore our products and services further.

Customer Services - +44 (0)1691 678300

Technical Helpline - +44 (0)1691 678212

Stockist Helpline - +44 (0)1691 678201

E-mail -   info@richardburbidge.co.uk

Website -  www.richardburbidge.com

Postal Address - Richard Burbidge Ltd, Whittington Road, Oswestry, Shropshire, SY11 1HZ

services at a glance

other product
brochures
available

Indoor Balustrade
AY004

Interior Mouldings
FY039

FUSION® Indoor Balustrade
AY005

FUSION® Outdoor Balustrade 
DY012

Flooring & Accessories
HY015

Porches & Accessories
DY011

Installation Guide
IG001

technical support
Our technical advisors have many years experience and are available 
to help and advise throughout your project.  Available from 8.30 - 
17.30 weekdays.
Telephone - +44 (0) 1691 678212
Fax -  +44 (0) 1691 672863
E-mail -  technical@richardburbidge.co.uk

bespoke planning service
Our Technical Team offer a bespoke Planning service to help at all 
stages of your project, from the parts you need, where to purchase, 
to how to install and finish.  See page 41 for full details of this 
service.  Available from 8.30 - 17.30 weekdays.
Telephone - +44 (0) 1691 678212
Fax -  +44 (0) 1691 672863
E-mail -  technical@richardburbidge.co.uk

CAD drawings
Richard Burbidge indoor balustrade components and configurations 
are available, suitable for architects and specifiers.  CAD drawings 
can be downloaded online or from the CD available on request from 
customer services.
Telephone - +44 (0) 1691 678300
Fax -  +44 (0) 1691 657694
E-mail -  info@richardburbidge.co.uk
Web -  www.richardburbidge.com

customer services
We have a team of dedicated Customer Service advisors.  They can 
provide information on stock availability, details for your nearest 
stockist and fitting instructions for all our products.  Our customer 
services team are available from 8.30 - 17.30 weekdays.
Telephone - +44 (0) 1691 678300
Fax -  +44 (0) 1691 657694
E-mail -  info@richardburbidge.co.uk

This is the unique indoor balustrade online planning service from 
Richard Burbidge Ltd.  STAIRPLANNER™ provides you with a 
summary of the choices you have made, recommended retail price 
of the total project, parts list and downloadable diagrams of the 
balustrade detailing the parts listed and where they are used.  Go 
online to find out more.
Web -  www.richardburbidge.com
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Whittington Road
Oswestry
Shropshire SY11 1HZ
t   +44 (0) 1691 655131
f   +44 (0) 1691 657694
   
5 Fitzwilliam Place
Dublin 2, Eire
t   +353 (0)1 6622788
f   +353 (0)1 6760438

e  info@richardburbidge.co.uk
w www.richardburbidge.com

Wherever possible Richard Burbidge products 
are manufactured from solid lengths of timber. 
However, in some circumstances in order to enhance 
a products strength and/or stability or to reduce 
the environmental impact of the raw material we 
use, it is necessary to use laminated and/or finger 
jointed material. Timber is a natural material and 
whilst great care is taken to match jointed pieces 
some colour variation is to be expected. If you wish 
to clarify the specification of any of our products 
or request further information please contact our 
Technical Department on +44 (0)1691 678212.

Timber is a natural material and colours may vary 
between components.

Colours of components shown in this brochure are as 
accurate as the printing process will allow.

Please note that the product ranges shown in this 
brochure may not be available in all outlets.

Richard Burbidge Limited has a policy of continuous 
product development and improvement. Whilst 
information is correct at the time of going to press, 
we reserve the right to make changes without 
notice. E &OE.

FUSION® is a registered trademark of Richard 
Burbidge Ltd.  STAIRPLANNER™ is a trademark of 
Richard Burbidge Ltd.

All rights reserved. No part of this publication may 
be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or 
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, 
mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise 
without the written permission of Richard Burbidge 
Ltd.

This publication has been printed on Essential Silk 
which is FSC Mixed Sources from well managed 
forests and other controlled sources, by Taylor 
Bloxham who are BS EN ISO 14001:2004 accredited 
and FSC certified. Cert No: SA-COC-1487.  

© Richard Burbidge Ltd 2008                DY002 - 06/08


